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VICTOR CUB SCOUTS NEWSLETTER TERM 3 2014 
Term 3 was based on a health and safety theme. Cubs learnt about being safe at home, personally, in the 
bush, on the road, in water and with fire. From this they learnt about first aid and dealing with mock 
emergencies and keeping themselves healthy, fit and germ free. First aid kits were created and hiking and 
camping checks were undertaken. The theme linked into completing First Aid, Cycling, Canoeing and 
Scientist, Athlete badges as they all focused on the importance of safety. Term 3 was also full of lots of 
action and adventure with a hike, Skillorama, a camp and even Cuboree. 

Allawah Camp 20-21/09/2014 
What a super way to finish the term by going on camp with 
Majestic Park Cubs. I was so proud of the Victor Cubs on 
camp as they were awesome! Camp was never boring and so 
much fun ... games, canoeing, raft building, rafting, swimming, 
camp fires, songs, skits, yarns, jokes, exploring, hiking, being 
slimed, dunking and sliming leaders … and so much more. 
Congratulations to the Victor Cubs for earning their Level 1 
Canoeing Badge – way to go! Majestic Park offered to share a 
camp with us again so watch out for future camp notices! 
Thanks to all the leaders for preparing, organising and 
coordinating this camp. Special thanks to the Majestic Park 
leaders, cooks and teenage helpers and of course the Victor 
leader as well! Thanks also to the Victor families for their 
support and also helping with set up and packing up, 
especially Neill who helped with untying rafts and packing up 
equipment.  

 
Water activities at Allawah camp 

                
Colour slime run at Allawah   

                       
 Raft building at Allawah  Camp fire at Allawah Rafting at Allawah 

Cuboree 21-26/09/2014 

Gefion headed off to Cuboree this holiday break. She will 
proudly represented Victor Cubs in the Rainbow Serpent 
Pack in the Uluru Subcamp. If you want to check out what 
she and all the other cubs have been getting up to, then 
check out Cuboree’s Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/QLDCuboree 
or Cuboree’s Blogspot: 
http://cuboree-qld.blogspot.com.au  

Heading off to Cuboree 2014 
!
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Cycling night at Tarragindi 08/09/2014 
Victor Cubs headed off to Tarragindi for a cycling 
education and awareness night. It was interesting to see 
how responsive the cubs became when doing quick 
braking activities. The night progressed to doing figure 
eights gradually adding crisscrossing with more cubs. 
Many thought they were great riders but they were quite 
prepared for being challenged and keeping focused in 
figure eights. Thanks to all the parents who came and 
supported the cubs and also to John and Andrew from 
Tarragindi for allowing us to visit. It was a great to get cubs 
out and about and we all look forward to mastering these 
cycling skills and heading off for a ride in Term 4.   

Victor Cubs doing figure eights at Tarragindi  
Fitness and sports safety 01/09/2014 

This week Victor Cubs did a fitness and sports safety program. The cubs completed some of the fitness 
challenges from their boomerang levels and got the opportunity to do some work towards Sports and Athlete 
Level 1 badges. We talked about having a good sporting attitude and discussed the importance of training, 
warming up, cooling down and changing afterwards. We played a fun ‘beans’ game and made up their own 
‘beans’ warm up routines. Thanks to Sandy from Wishart Chester for relieving at last minute standing in for UMG 
and Holly and Dave for being the parent helpers for tonight. We should all now been warmed up and ready to go 
on our bike ride next week! 

Cuboree meet and greet get-together 31/08/2014 
Gefion is the lone Cub Scout going to Cuboree from Victor. Gefion will be joining up with Belmont Cub Scouts 
from Brisbane and Bayview and Edge Hill Cub Scouts from the Cairns region. Gefion will be in the Rainbow 
Serpent Pack in the Uluru Sub Camp. Gefion attended a Cuboree meet and greet with Belmont Cub Scouts after 
her Grey Wolf hike. They did lots of getting to know each other activities and also managed to skype their Pack 
Leader in Cairns so they could ‘meet’ her beforehand. Not many sleeps to go – it is all so exciting especially after 
finding out their first activity will be whale watching.  

Gefion’s Grey Wolf hike 31/08/2014 
Gefion had planned this hike all year and has been 
waiting for a leader to agree – lucky for her Kiwi 
(Andy, outgoing Victor Scouts Leader) volunteered. 
Gefion led Austin, Archie and Alex on her two hour 
hike in Whites Hill Reserve under Andy’s 
supervision. Thank you to Karen and Owen (with 
Harry) for being parents helpers on the hike and 
also for Rasmus (Scout) for tagging along with 
Andy. Thanks also to Holly and Monica for being 
playground base support. It was a great experience 
and hopefully this will inspire others to do this in the 
future. 

 
Victor Cubs on a Grey Wolf Hike in Whites Hill Reserve  

Bush safety and pre-hike program 25/08/2014 
This week the cubs all brought in their hiking daypacks for homework. They had to bring in what they should bring 
on a hike … but also with a couple of items that they shouldn’t (to see if the other cubs could work out if they were 
needed). Cubs learnt that barbies, tiaras, stuffed toys, unicorns and apple slinkies (especially without apples) 
should not come on our weekend hike. The cubs also learnt about trails and had fun work in relay teams to make 
different trails in sticks and stones. Gefion before cubs laid a trail and the cubs in teams and using torches had to 
work together to find out where it lead (yes home again!) Thanks to Karen from Clifton Hill for relieving and to 
Tracey for being the parent helper for tonight. The hiking day packs have all been checked and the cubs are 
ready to head off to the Grey Wolf hike on the weekend.!
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Victor Cubs laying trails 

 
Victor Cubs laying trails 

Archie’s investiture 18/08/2014 
Congratulations to Archie for being invested tonight. The cubs have all welcomed him and helped him out and 
learnt that he is the best and quietest ‘hider’! Archie has fit in so well from the start and it seems like he has been 
at Victor Cubs for months. We all wish Archie well on his cub scouts journey and hope he has many adventures 
along the way with us – like completing his very first badge on his investiture night! 

Science night 18/08/2014 
This week the cubs did a science badge program. The cubs did some science experiments with softdrink and 
mints. They also learnt about scientific method, science safety precautions, famous scientists and different fields 
of science. It was interesting that the most famous scientists ever seemed to be the Mythbusters! Thanks to Mark 
from Majestic Park for relieving and Owen and Helen for being the parent helpers and scientists in residence for 
tonight. Also thanks to Julie and Tracey for reviewing the cubs’ homework - the cubs did an amazing job of 
putting together their first aid kits. 

 
Victor Cubs dressing up as Mad Scientists  

 
Victor Cubs doing science experiments 

Ekka visit Sunday 17/08/2014 

 
Scouts Queensland display at the 2014 Ekka  

(look closely at the photo and count how many pieces of 
fruit are missing from the display) 

Gefion and Kaa managed to drop into the Scouts 
Queensland display on a visit to the Ekka. It was the 
last day and they were just about to start selling off 
all the fruit on display. It was great to see leaders 
and youth members out and about promoting 
scouting. 

Personal health night Monday 11/08/2014 
This week the cubs did a personal health program. They learnt more about germs and looking after their hands, 
nails and teeth. The cubs were also given homework – to put together a basic first aid kit. Thanks to Julie for 
being the parent helper for the night and also Tom and Sandy from Wishart Chester for relieving.  

!
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Gefion’s linking to scouts Wednesday 06/08/2014 
Gefion has been linking to scouts. This was her 
second time and it was hard to come back to cubs 
after getting to do wood carving. The Scouts were 
treated with Raven coming along and running this 
program. They were given the basic skills and were 
able to start carving their own woggle and staff.    

 
One Victor Cub linking to Scouts 

(NB the woodcarving should only be done at home with adult supervision) 
Cycling night 1of 2 Monday 04/08/2014 

This week the cubs starting on a cycling program. They completed the theoretical and safety aspects of the Level 
1 Cycling Badge. Thanks to Dave for being the parent helper and running the night and also John from Tarragindi 
for relieving. Now all the cubs are ready to go for a ride on the 8th September at Tarragindi.!

First aid night Monday 28/07/2014 
This week the cubs learnt about health and first aid. We did a fun mummy activity and hopefully the cubs learnt 
not what to do from this. The cubs learnt how to treat patients by acting out different mock emergency scenarios 
(we were never short a volunteer to be the patient – some very dramatic performances there – next time we will 
have to combine a drama night with a first aid night). Thanks to Julie for being the parent helper (and mummy 
too) for the night and also Claire and Jodi from Clifton Hill for relieving. 

 
Victor Cubs learnt that toilet paper doesn’t quite 

make the best bandages .. but it makes the 
best mummies! 

 
Victor Cubs acting out mock emergency scenarios 

Road, fire and water safety night 21/07/2014 
This week the cubs learnt all about road, fire and water safety basics. The cubs went for a walk and showed us 
that they know how to cross the road (and also keep the neighbourhood awake (next time we are going to try to 
be quieter – sorry Holland Park we were all just so excited!) Thanks to Holly for being the parent helper for the 
night and also Karen and Chris from Clifton Hill for relieving.!

Personal, home and bush safety night 14/07/2014 
This week the cubs learnt all about personal, home and bush safety basics. They also learnt about protecting 
themselves. We did an egg drop activity with the eggs simulating the cubs’ heads. The cubs learnt that no matter 
how well they protected those eggs they still busted from a really short impact (thank goodness it wasn’t their 
heads!) Thanks to Tracey for being the parent helper for the night and also Eric from Majestic Park for relieving. 

 
Victor Cubs working together to come up with an 
idea for protecting their egg as part of a personal 

safety program  

 
Victor Cubs working together (just love the collaboration 

process) 
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Gang Show 2014 visits July 2014 

Over the school holidays a couple of Victor cubs went to see the 2014 Gang Show performance. The 
performance was about the Olympics unexpectedly coming to Roma in outback Queensland and not ‘Rome’ and 
many funny events like QCWA bake-offs and sausage sizzling fundraisers unfolding in preparing to fund and put 
on these unique Olympics. Audition applications can already be made for next year’s Gang Show and will close 
on the 31st October. Gefion has already applied and hopes to be in Gang Show next year.  
!


